# School Supplies 2021-2022

## RAY ORCHESTRA

### Supplies for 6th Graders:
- ☐ Kun or Wolf style shoulder rest (for violin and viola students)
- ☐ Binder of folder for music copies
- ☐ An unbroken cake of rosin
- ☐ Spare set of strings (recommended for emergencies -- no bass)
- ☐ A pencil for lessons and orchestra class

### Supplies for 7th Graders:
- ☐ Kun or Wolf style shoulder rest (for violin and viola students)
- ☐ Essential Technique for Strings book 3 (beige cover with a green stripe)
- ☐ Binder or folder for music copies
- ☐ An unbroken cake of rosin
- ☐ Spare set of strings (recommended for emergencies -- no bass)
- ☐ A pencil for lessons and orchestra class